
THE FIGHT FOR INDEPENDENCE
-- How To Help Independent Doctors Stay That Way 



WORD IS GETTING OUT





Independent doctors unite 
to fight national trend 

toward hospitals buying 
physician groups

April 3, 2013|

By Marni Jameson, Orlando Sentinel

Since January, at least 114 local doctors 
have traded their independence for steady 

paychecks from hospitals. The move, part 
of a nationwide trend, has wide implications 

not only for doctors but also for patients' 
pocketbooks.

Often, patients don't realize their physician 
has become a hospital employee until they 
get their bill. These often will be higher 

because hospitals can negotiate higher 
reimbursement rates with insurers, 

according to comparisons on insurance



AID IS GROWING

In three years, AID has grown to 
1000 members coast to coast, in 
28 states, with four chapters:

○Florida

○Maine

○California

○South Carolina





Doctors are facing an epidemic

The percentage of doctors who are 
independent has dropped from 57% 
in 2000 to 33% in 2016.  

-Accenture





National trends that are

�Driving up patient costs

�Compromising Care

�Driving out physicians



Why are doctors doing this?

� More $

� More perceived security

� Someone else pays for overhead, 
marketing and malpractice

� More referrals

� Avoid EMR investment



Why are hospitals doing this?

�Capture & control market share 

�Channel referrals

�Boost diagnostic tests

�Receive more $ for same 
procedures



Why is that so bad?

7 Consequences

1. Less Competition

2. Lower Quality of care



America’s Health Insurance Plans

Consolidation of providers results in a 
well-documented record of harm to 
consumers with price increases of 

20-40% after consolidation. - AHIP



Why is that so bad?

7 Consequences

1. Less Competition

2. Lower Quality of care

3. Less Choice

4. Higher Costs



Same procedure, different place

Free-standing center Hospital Outpatient

� MRI $ 319-$742

� Heart cath $1,100

� EKG $373

� $1,591-$2,226

� $4,000

� $1,605
* Source Medicare Payment Advisory Commission





How Costs Compound

Independent Doctor

↓
Independent Specialist

↓
Freestanding imaging 
center

↓
Freestanding 
Surgicenter
$$$$

Employed Doctor

↓
Employed specialist

↓
Hospital-owned 
imaging center

↓
Hospital-owned 
Surgicenter
� $$$ $$$ $$$ $$$



Costs of ancillary services are 

higher in the hospital

A prime example can be seen in 

advanced imaging, where Medicare 

payment in 2014 was 36 to 53 percent 

higher in the hospital outpatient 

department than in the office. 
- Milliman Client Report to the AMA



Mean costs per inpatient:

� Independent doctor: $3,066

� Hospital-owned doctor: $4312 

� Multi-hospital-owned doctor: $4776   

- Study in JAMA, Oct. 2014       



Why is that so bad?

7 Consequences

1. Less Competition

2. Lower Quality of care

3. Less Choice

4. Higher Costs

5. Fewer Jobs 

6. Higher Taxes



Nonprofit hospitals pay 

� No tangible personal property tax

� No real estate tax

� No sales tax

� No state or federal income tax



Why is that so bad?

7 Consequences

1. Less Competition

2. Lower Quality of care

3. Less Choice

4. Higher Costs

5. Fewer Jobs 

6. Higher Taxes

7. Less Job Satisfaction



WHAT AID IS DOING

�Pushing for transparency, parity

�Fighting to prevent consolidation

�Educating consumers about 
importance of going to 
independent doctors

�Challenging tax-exempt status



• Promote Transparency

Abolish facility fees or at a 
minimum reveal them.



PRICE TRANSPARENCY:

The Facility Fee Law

CONNECTICUT LAW REQUIRES: 

• Hospital-employed physicians to 
disclose to patients that they will be 
charged facility fees. 

• Doctors offices to tell patients that if they 
go to a non-hospital-owned facility, they 
would not be charged facility fees.



• Promote Parity

Require third-party payors to 
reimburse doctors the same amount 
for the same procedure whether the 
doctor is independent or employed.

-- A recommendation Medpac has long 

recommended, but lawmakers have 

ignored.



Administration’s proposal: 

� If Congress approved the switch, 
and required Medicare to pay the 
same for any visit, test or procedure 
offered by doctors in private practice 
and those in hospital-owned 
practices, Medicare would save 
nearly $30 billion over 10 years.  

• -- New York Times



WORK WITH 
FTC TO Fight 
monopolies

• Idaho

• Pennsylvania

• Illinois



• Stop nonprofit hospitals’ 

abuse of tax-exempt status

Require nonprofit hospitals that 
behave like for profits to pay taxes.



No Property Taxes



Tax-Exempt Criteria

1. Nonprofit hospitals need to measure 
charitable contribution based on Medicare 
reimbursements, not ChargeMaster prices.

2. Bring salaries in line: For instance nonprofit 
executive should not make more than 10 
times the average wage of a full-time 
employee in their state.

3. Otherwise, pay taxes – SO PATIENTS 
DON’T HAVE TO.





How we make a difference

�Working with patients

�Working with media

�Working with business

�Working with lawmakers

�Working with doctors



AID Meets Gov. LePage



Capitol Hill–US Rep. Pete Sessions



Working with doctors

�McKesson discount

�Online directory

�Media

�Answers & Ammunition







Get Big and Loud



Giving doctors 

a voice 

and patients 

a choice.

www.aid-us.org


